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SUMMARY Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning is a new but chal-
lenging research area in the field of Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) to
support multimedia data communication. However, the existing QoS rout-
ing protocols in ad hoc network did not consider a major aspect of wireless
environment, i.e., mutual interference. Interference between nodes belong-
ing to two or more routes within the proximity of one another causes Route
Coupling. This can be avoided by using zone-disjoint routes. Two routes
are said to be zone disjoint if data communication over one path does not in-
terfere with the data communication along the other path. In this paper, we
have proposed a scheme for supporting priority-based QoS in MANET by
classifying the traffic flows in the network into different priority classes and
giving different treatment to the flows belonging to different classes during
routing so that the high priority flows will achieve best possible through-
put. Our objective is to reduce the effect of coupling between routes used
by high and low priority traffic by reserving zone of communication. The
part of the network, used for high priority data communication, i.e, high
priority zone, will be avoided by low priority data through the selection of
a different route that is maximally zone-disjoint with respect to high priority
zones and which consequently allows contention-free transmission of high
priority traffic. The suggested protocol in our paper selects shortest path for
high priority traffic and diverse routes for low priority traffic that will mini-
mally interfere with high priority flows, thus reducing the effect of coupling
between high and low priority routes. This adaptive, priority-based routing
protocol is implemented on Qualnet Simulator using directional antenna to
prove the effectiveness of our proposal. The use of directional antenna in
our protocol largely reduces the probability of radio interference between
communicating hosts compared to omni-directional antenna and improves
the overall utilization of the wireless medium in the context of ad hoc wire-
less network through Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA).
key words: ad hoc networks, quality of service, route coupling, directional
antenna, space division multiple access, priority based routing

1. Introduction

The rising popularity of multimedia applications and po-
tential commercial usage of Mobile Ad hoc Network
(MANET) clearly indicates that Quality of Service (QoS)
support in MANETs, is an unavoidable task. Specially, the
thrust is on the development of QoS networks that will guar-
antee the delivery of time sensitive multimedia data. Essen-
tially, Multimedia traffic should get preference over conven-
tional data traffic during communication through some kind
of priority-based resource reservation to assure a timely and
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guaranteed delivery of multimedia data. Numerous solu-
tions to the QoS problems have been proposed in MANET
[1]–[7]. However, the existing QoS routing protocols in
MANET did not consider a major aspect of wireless envi-
ronment, i.e., mutual interference. QoS between any source
and destination does not depend only on the congestion
characteristics of the nodes in that path. Pattern of com-
munication in the neighborhood region will also contribute
to the performance. Thus, even two routes don’t share the
same node, routing performance will deteriorate by the in-
terference from the neighbors.

Our objective is to devise a priority based routing
scheme to reduce the effect of mutual interference between
routes used by high and low priority traffic by reserving
high priority zone of communication. The part of the net-
work, used for high priority data communication will be
temporarily reserved as high priority zone, which will be
avoided by low priority data through the selection of a dif-
ferent route that is maximally zone-disjoint with respect to
the reserved high priority zone and which consequently al-
lows contention-free transmission of high priority traffic.

Several researchers have already studied and addressed
the issues related to QoS in MANET. QoS support in
MANET includes QoS models, QoS Resource Reserva-
tion Signaling, QoS Routing and Medium Access Control
(MAC) [1], [2]. Basic concept of QoS Models currently
available for the wired network like IntServ/RSVP and Diff-
serv are not suitable for MANET because they produce a
huge overhead at each mobile host. Moreover, in IntServ
the amount of flow-based state information to be kept in
each host increases proportionally with the number of flows
that raises scalability problems. The scalability issue in QoS
Internet can be solved with DiffServ. Unlike IntServ, in-
terior routers in DiffServ keep aggregated flow based state
information instead of per-flow state information [1]–[3].
So DiffServ may be a potential QoS model for MANET.
RSVP, the QoS signaling protocol used in Internet, is not
suitable for MANET as the control message for resource
reservation will contend with data packets. Due to the un-
predicted mobility of the hosts, the traditional meaning, that
some performance metrics must be guaranteed once a re-
quest is accepted in a QoS enabled network, is no longer
true in MANET. The RSVP kind of resource reservation is
difficult in an ad hoc mobile environment as mobility may
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cause link break or may change link quality and thus the
existing path may fail to provide QoS requirement. So the
QoS models, signaling and routing protocols of wired net-
work cannot be directly mapped to MANET [4]. A proper
blend of IntServ and DiffServ is essential to achieve an As-
sured Service for an application requiring better reliability
than Best Effort Service.

A Flexible QoS Model for MANET (FQMM) is pro-
posed in [5] that uses the merits of both IntServ and Diff-
Serv model. In [6] a comprehensive study on several issues
related to QoS provisioning in ad hoc network is done. The
authors have also discussed few proposals for QoS provi-
sioning at different layers and inter-layer QoS framework for
MANET in this survey. Xavier Pallot et al. have proposed in
[7] that limited bandwidth of the mobile radio channel pre-
vents giving every class of traffic the same QoS except when
the network is very lightly loaded. So, some means for pro-
viding each class a different QoS must be implemented by
assigning priority to one class over another class in terms of
allocating resources. Thus, linkage between QoS and Prior-
ity is a common one in the literature, and the two terms are
almost synonym [7]. So, QoS provisioning through priority
based service is an interesting idea that is worth exploring
in MANET.

Several efforts have been made to support QoS in
MANET by changing the size of contention window (CW)
according to the priority of traffic in MAC layer and mod-
ifying backoff algorithm accordingly [11]. But it does not
guarantee that high priority packet will always get a con-
tention free access to the medium for data communication.
There is a chance that low priority traffic may choose a con-
tention window size smaller than that of high priority traffic
and get a chance to transmit low priority data even if high
priority data is present in the network. Moreover, two high
priority flows contending for the medium may not always
get guaranteed fair access of the medium in these schemes.

None of the existing priority-based QoS routing proto-
cols [1]–[7] consider the effect of mutual interference be-
tween routes in wireless medium during routing, though
coupling is one of the major causes for degradation in net-
work performance. Route Coupling is a phenomenon of
wireless medium that occurs when two routes are located
physically close enough to interfere with each other during
data communication [8], [9]. The nodes on those interfer-
ing routes will constantly contend to access the wireless
medium they share. Eventually, average end-to-end delay
for a packet will increase, which will drastically reduce the
throughput. So, end-to-end delay and throughput, which
are two major concerns in supporting priority-based QoS
in MANET, are heavily dependent on route coupling. In
order to get rid of the effect of coupling between routes dur-
ing data communication the notion of zone-disjoint routes is
proposed in [10]. If zone-disjoint routes are used then data
communication along one path will not interfere with data
communication along other paths and simultaneous commu-
nication will be possible.

Let us assume that, S 1-N1-N2-D1 and S 2-N3-N4-D2 are

Fig. 1 Zone disjoint communication between S 1-D1 and S 2-D2 with
directional antenna.

two node-disjoint paths used by S 1 and S 2 to communicate
with D1 and D2 respectively as shown in Fig. 1.

Since they are node-disjoint, so they are apparently
contention-free paths. If S 1 and S 2 are within the omni-
directional transmission range of each other (as shown in
dotted line), then they cannot communicate simultaneously.
Similarly, N1, N3 and N2, N4 in Fig. 1 cannot communicate
simultaneously as well. So, even if node-disjoint routes are
used for communication between S 1-D1 and S 2-D2, the in-
herent route coupling among the node-disjoint routes will
not allow them to communicate simultaneously and the rout-
ing performance in wireless environment degrades substan-
tially. So, it is evident that, in order to provide priority-based
QoS, effect of route coupling should be minimized in case of
high priority traffic. High priority traffic should select a non-
interfering path, i.e, a path free from interference caused by
other low priority traffic to get a contention-free access to
the medium. On the other hand, low priority packets may
choose a route, which is zone disjoint with respect to high-
priority traffic. Thus, low priority traffic should get repelled
from the high-priority communication region as far as pos-
sible to minimize the effect of route coupling with active
high-priority communications present in the network.

Our objective is to exploit the advantage of zone-
disjointness and use it to calculate diverse routes for low pri-
ority flows, which will minimally interfere with zone con-
taining high priority traffic. But, getting zone-disjoint or
even partially zone disjoint paths using omni-directional an-
tenna is difficult since transmission zone of omni-directional
antenna covers all directions. Directional antenna has
a reduced transmission zone width compared to omni-
directional antenna. So, two interfering routes can be easily
decoupled using directional antenna [10].

It has been shown earlier that the use of directional an-
tenna would largely reduce radio interference, thereby im-
proving the utilization of wireless medium and consequently
the network throughput [10], [12], [13]. In our earlier work,
we have developed a MAC and routing protocol using direc-
tional ESPAR antenna [14], [15]. In this paper, we propose
to investigate the use of directional antenna in priority-based
routing using zone reservation.

As discussed earlier, the probability of getting zone-
disjoint paths is comparatively high using directional an-
tenna than omni-directional antenna, which in turn improves
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the overall utilization of the wireless medium in the context
of ad hoc wireless network. Figure 1 illustrates that it is pos-
sible to decouple two node-disjoint routes S 1-N1-N2-D1 and
S 2-N3-N4-D2 with directional antenna, which would not be
possible if omni-directional antenna were used in this case.

In this paper, we have proposed a scheme for support-
ing priority-based QoS in MANET by classifying the traffic
flows in the network into different priority classes and giving
different treatment to the flows belonging to different classes
during routing, so that, high priority flows will achieve best
possible throughput. The suggested protocol selects short-
est path for high priority traffic and reserves the zone along
the path of high-priority communication. For low priority
flows, it selects zone-disjoint diverse route that will min-
imally interfere with high priority flows and thus reduces
the effect of coupling between high and low priority routes.
This scheme uses some kind of “capture” of the selected part
of the wireless medium through adaptive reservation of zone
by the high priority traffic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
starts with a few definitions used in this paper. As the pro-
posed routing protocol is proactive and requires network sta-
tus information (i.e., current network topology information
and active communication information) to select maximally
zone-disjoint path, this information percolation mechanism
through the network is briefly discussed in Sect. 3. Section 4
describes the concept and mechanism of selection of max-
imally zone disjoint routes in general. Using this notion,
a priority-based service differentiation scheme for provid-
ing QoS in MANET through adaptive zone reservation for
high priority traffic is presented in Sect. 5. Effectiveness of
our proposal is evaluated on QualNet Network Simulator in
Sect. 6 and the simulation result shows a clear and desired
difference in the performance of the high priority flows in
comparison to that of the low priority flows. Section 7 con-
cludes the paper.

2. Some Important Definitions

Definition 1. When a node n forms a transmission beam at
an angle α and a beam-width β with a transmission range R,
the coverage area of n at an angle α is defined as transmis-
sion zonen (α, β,R) (Fig. 2) of node n. It implies that if a

Fig. 2 Transmission zonen (α, β,R) [in solid line] and omni-directional
transmission range [in dotted lines] showing directional and omni-
directional neighbors.

node m ∈ N is within the transmission zonen (α, β,R) and m
is in receive mode, then, whenever n transmits a message at
that transmission angle α with respect to n and beam-width
β and transmission range R, it will be received by m. When
node m moves out of the transmission zonen (α, β,R), the
connectivity between n and m is lost. Since transmission
beam-width β and transmission range R are fixed here in our
study, we will refer transmission zonen (α, β,R) as transmis-
sion zonen (α) in subsequent discussions.

Definition 2. High priority zone is the transmission zonen

(α) formed by any node n that is involved in high priority
communication. If there is an ongoing high priority com-
munication n → n1, then transmission zonen (α) shown in
Fig. 2 is the high priority zone.

Definition 3. We define neighbors of n (Gn) ∈ N as a set of
nodes within the omni-directional transmission range R of
n. Hence, in Fig. 2, n1 to n6 are six neighbors of n.

Definition 4. A subset of Gn, Gn
α ∈ Gn, is defined as the

directional neighbors of n, where the nodes in Gn
α lie within

its transmission zonen (α). Hence only n1, n2, n3, and n6 are
directional neighbors of n at an angle α, in Fig. 2.

Definition 5. Communication-id c is a unique flow-id that
specifies a source-destination pair for which the communi-
cation is on.

Definition 6. Reserved-Node-List [RNL(t)] is a set of nodes
at an instant of time t where each node is either a sender or
a receiver in any high priority communication process or a
directional neighbor of any of this sender or receiver node
mentioned above. Each node in the list is associated with a
set C of communication-ids for which it is reserved.

Definition 7. Reserved-Directional-Neighbors of node n
at transmission zonen (α) [RGn

α(t)] is a set of nodes within
the transmission zonen(α) that are reserved for high prior-
ity communication at that instant of time (i.e. belongs to
RNL(t)). So, RGn

α(t) = Gn
α(t) ∩ RNL(t). In Fig. 2, if only

n2, n3 and n4 are found to be reserved nodes from RNL(t),
then RGn

α(t) are n2, n3.

Definition 8. Correlation factor of node ni in a path P for
Communication-id c [ηni

c (P)], where nj is the next-hop from
ni in path P and α(ni → nj) is the transmission zone formed
by ni towards nj in order to communicate with nj, is defined
as the sum of the number of communication-ids C handled
by each reserved-directional-neighbor of node ni at trans-
mission zoneni (α(ni → nj)) excluding the communication-
id c. So, ηni

c (P) =
∑
∀n∈RG−ni−α(ni→nj)(t)(|C − c|). Informally

speaking, correlation factor of a node along a specified path
measures the degree of coupling of that node with respect
to its directional neighbors that are reserved for high prior-
ity communication in that given communication direction.
For example, if the correlation factor of node ni in path P
along transmission zone α(ni → nj) is zero, it implies that
node ni can transmit to nj at transmission zone α(ni → nj)
without affecting any other high priority communications.
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This corresponds the case that all nodes within α(n7 → n1),
i.e., n1, n2, n3, and n6, are not reserved nodes in Fig. 2. On
the other hand, if ni has 2 reserved-directional-neighbors at
transmission zone α(ni → nj): one is reserved for 2 high pri-
ority communications and the other is reserved for another
high priority communication and if one of them is having
communication-id c, then [ηni

c (P)] will be 2 + 1 − 1 = 2.
This implies that node ni can transmit to nj at transmission
zone α(ni → nj) but will affect other high priority commu-
nications with a degree of coupling 2. This is equivalent
to the situation in Fig. 2 that n2, n3 are reserved-directional-
neighbors at α(n7 → n1): n3 has 2 high priority communi-
cations and n2 is engaged for another high priority commu-
nication and that n3 deals communication-id c. It is to be
noted that, if a reserved-directional-neighbor of a node ni is
reserved with its own communication-id c, then ni ignores
the reserve-status of that node for that communication-id c
for calculating ηni

c (P). Thus, in Fig. 2, when n1 is reserved
node and when n1 is retained for communication-id c of n7,
then n7 doesn’t include the reserved-status of n1 for calcu-
lating ηn7

c (P).

Definition 9. Correlation factor η of path P for
Communication-id c [η(P)] is defined as the sum of the cor-
relation factors of all the nodes in path P. So, η(P) =

∑
∀ni∈P

(ηni
c (P)). When η(P) = 0, any communication along path

P will not disturb any high priority communication process
at that instant of time. Otherwise, the path P is η—related
with other high-priority paths. Correlation factor is used to
measure route coupling [8], [9].

3. Network Status Information Percolation

The purpose of an information percolation mechanism is to
make each node aware of the approximate topology and the
communication events going on in the network [15]. The ob-
jective here is to get accurate local perception, but approx-
imate global perception of the network information. This
approximate network awareness would be helpful to imple-
ment both MAC and an adaptive routing protocol, as dis-
cussed in [14], [15]. In order to track the direction of its
neighbor, each node n periodically collects its directional
neighborhood information so that a node can determine the
best possible direction of communication with any of its
neighbor. Each node n in the network maintains the follow-
ing two network-status information, namely Reserved Node
List and Global Link State Table:
Reserved Node List (RNLn): It contains the perception of
node n about high-priority communication activities in the
entire network. As mentioned earlier, it is a set of nodes
at an instant of time t where each node is either a sender
or a receiver in any high priority communication process
or a directional neighbor of any of this sender or receiver
node. Each node in the list is associated with a set C of
communication-ids for which it is reserved.
Formation of RNL: Each node in the network maintains a
timer and sets it with a predefined time interval. If a node

starts a high priority communication (n in Fig. 2), or receives
a packet of high priority flow as the intended receiver (n1 in
Fig. 2), or just overhears a high priority data transmission
being within a high priority transmission zone (n2, n3 and
n6 in Fig. 2) then, it starts its timer and set itself as “Re-
served.” This information is recorded in the RNL of that re-
served node. If the above situation occurs again before the
timer expires then the timer will be set again with the same
predefined time interval. If the timer expires before the oc-
currence of the above situation then the node sets itself as
“Unreserved” and removes its entry from RNL. Each node
in the network periodically broadcasts this Reserved Node
List. On receiving periodic RNL from different nodes, each
node combines them to form revised RNL and waits for a
periodic interval to broadcast it to its neighbors.

At each node, RNL first gets updated by Neighborhood
Reserved Node List of that node. So, initially when the net-
work commences, all the nodes are just aware of the reser-
vation status of their own neighbors and are in a don’t-know-
state regarding the other nodes in the system. Periodically,
each node broadcasts its RNL as update to its neighbors.
With this periodic update messages from its neighbors about
their neighbors, the nodes slowly get reservation status in-
formation about the other nodes in the network. Thus, each
node updates its own RNL based on received update mes-
sages from other nodes.

A major aspect underlying the infiltration of network
status information into mobile nodes is that the informa-
tion carried must be recognized with a degree of correct-
ness. Since the propagation of updates from different nodes
is asynchronous, it becomes imperative to introduce a con-
cept of recency of information [16], [17]. For example, let
us assume two RNL packets A1 and A2 arrive at node n, both
of them carrying information about node m which is multi-
hop away from node n. In order to update the information
at node n about node m, there has to be a mechanism to find
out who carries the most recent information about node m:
A1 or A2?

To implement this, we have used the concept of recency
and a mechanism to increment it appropriately. If two up-
date messages have a set of data concerning the same node,
say node n, then the update message carrying the higher re-
cency value of node n has more current information about
it. The structure of RNL at a node n is given in Table 1.

Table 1 The structure of RNL.
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Here, Ri is the recency of node ni in a network of N
nodes and S i denotes the corresponding reservation status
of each node, which can be either 0 (not-reserved) or any
positive value (reserved). Any value of S i greater than 0
indicates the node to be reserved for S i number of commu-
nication. Ci j denotes the communication-id of j—the com-
munication for which i-th node is active. Only first three
communication-ids are propagated for each reserved node.
If the node i is inactive, Ci j∀ j, j ∈ {1 . . . 3} is null.
Global Link State Table (GLST) and its Formation:
Each node maintains a Global Link State Table (GLST) to
capture network connectivity information. Initially when a
network commences, all the nodes are just aware of their
own neighbors and are in a don’t-know-state regarding the
other nodes in the system. Periodically, each node broad-
casts its GLST as update to its neighbors. With this peri-
odic update messages from its neighbors about their neigh-
bors, the nodes slowly get information about the other nodes
and their neighbors. Thus, each node updates its own GLST
based on received update messages from other nodes. It is
to be noted that by controlling the periodicity of updates, it
is possible to control the update-traffic in the network and
the accuracy of network status information stored in each of
the node. For example, if the propagation of update mes-
sages is too frequent, the control traffic will increase but the
accuracy of network status information stored in each node
will also be better. However, the network would never get
flooded with propagation of updates. The maximum num-
ber of update packets in the network at any point of time is
always less than the number of nodes in the network. In this
case also, we need to implement the concept of recency as
explained in the context of RNL propagation. This implies
that if two GLST update messages have a set of data con-
cerning the same node, say node n, then the update message
carrying the higher recency token value of node n has more
current information about it.

As and when a node n receives GLST from other nodes,
it updates its GLST. In order to do that, the recency tokens of
all the nodes stored in the GLST of n and the recency tokens
of all the nodes stored in the recently arrived update packet
are compared. If the recency token of any node, say X, in
GLST of n happens to be less than that in the update packet,
then it is obvious that the update packet is carrying more
recent information about node X. So, the entire information
about node X in the GLST of node n is overwritten by the
received information of X in the update packet. This step
is performed asynchronously for all the update packets as
they arrive at that host node n. This step helps the node n to
acquire all the recent information that it can gather from the
update packets.

It is to be noted that the mechanism does not guarantee
that each node would know the exact status of the network.
It is merely an awareness that helps each node to figure out
the approximate status of the network. It helps to maintain
accurate status information about the immediate neighbor-
hood of a node, with progressively less accurate details as
the distance increases. The structure of GLST at any node n

Table 2 The structure of GLST.

is given in Table 2.
Here, Ri is the recency of node ni in a network of N

nodes and 〈nj, α(ni, nj)〉 denotes that nj is a neighbor of ni

where α(ni, nj) indicates the transmission beam-angle α at
which ni can best communicate with nj.

So, it is evident from the above discussion that RNL
and GLST can be maintained easily by using some simple
timers with each node.

Using this RNL and GLST, a node calculates route
avoiding the zones containing reserved nodes as far as pos-
sible. Thus, it seems that all the nodes in the RNL have
reserved a part of the network, which is referred as high
priority zone. Other low priority traffic are not allowed to
use that zone. So they are selecting a suitable diverse route
to achieve best effort QoS. A new high priority flow will
consult the existing RNL to select a route that is maximally
zone-disjoint with respect to other on-going high priority
communication, as will be illustrated later.

4. Maximally Zone-Disjoint Routing

We propose to use two metrics in our route selection cri-
teria: correlation factor and propagated hop count. As ex-
plained earlier, correlation factor of a route is inversely re-
lated to zone disjointness of that route with respect to other
active routes. At the same time, hop count of the selected
diverse route is also another concern in this context. Other-
wise, under some communication scenario, it may so hap-
pen that, for a particular destination, each intermediate node
tries to select a route avoiding the existing communication
zones and ultimately ends up traversing the entire network
in search of a zone-disjoint route. So, minimization of both
correlation factor and propagated hop count will give rise
to maximally zone disjoint shortest path. Each node in the
network uses its current network status information (approx-
imate topology information and ongoing high priority com-
munication information) to calculate the suitable next hop
for reaching a specified destination such that the interfer-
ence with the nodes already busy in some communication
gets minimized.

Initially, when a packet is transmitted from a source it
gives preference to the zone-disjoint path selection criteria.
But, if a packet reaches an intermediate node after traversing
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multiple hops then progressively shorter hop route towards
the destination will be selected. So this adaptive route cal-
culation mechanism guarantees the convergence of the pro-
posed routing algorithm. We have used the following func-
tion to calculate the link-weight that will ensure the selec-
tion of lower η path for low propagated hop count and selec-
tion of lower hop path for higher propagated hop count. Di-
jkstra’s shortest path algorithm has been modified to select
a path having smallest link-weight, i.e., total link-weight of
all the links on that selected path will be minimum.

Link-cost (ni, nj) during the current communication
having Communication Id c = α + ηni

c + γH where,
α = Initial link-weight (.01 in our case; α � ηc and

α � H, as will be explained in the following section)
ηni

c = The sum of the total number of communications
(excepting the current communication c) handled by each
reserved directional neighbor in the directional zone (ni →
nj) (as explained in Sect. 2).

H = propagated hop-count of the current packet for
which route is being calculated.
γ =diversity factor.
When H and η is zero, α is the initial link-weight as-

signed to each link to find out the shortest path. γ is to be
adjusted in such a way that a low priority flow always selects
a diverse path. But at the same time, progressively shorter
hop route should get preference over η-driven route to en-
sure convergence. Otherwise, low priority throughput will
be unacceptable. For high priority flow, more emphasis is
given on hop count rather than η. This will be illustrated in
the next section.

5. Priority-Based Service Differentiation through
High-Priority Zone Reservation

Our protocol basically assigns a path to a high priority flow
that is shortest as well as maximally zone-disjoint with re-
spect to other high-priority communications. Low priority
flows will take an adaptive zone-disjoint path avoiding all
high priority zones, reserved by on-going high priority com-
munications. For low priority flows, a shortest path criterion
is not a predominant metric. Thus, our proposal ensures
the fact that even if several low priority communications are
present in the network, the high priority traffic will get least
disturbed by the low priority traffic. As a result, in a network
having multiple flows with different priorities, the high pri-
ority throughput will remain almost same as if the network
is handling only high priority flows. If more than one high
priority flows are present in the network, then each of them
will try to take a path which will maximally zone disjoint
with respect to other high priority flows.

Each flow in the network is identified with a unique
id and belongs to either HIGH or LOW priority category.
Whenever a packet sent by high priority flow comes to a
node for a particular destination, the node simply selects the
lowest-cost path towards that destination and transmits the
packet to the immediate next-hop on the selected path.

The lowest-cost path for each priority flow is calculated

as follows, according to the formula shown in Sect. 4:

• Each link (ni, nj) in the network is initialized with a
constant value α.
• If any pair of nodes ni and nj are involved in some high

priority communication, then all the nodes in the di-
rectional transmission zone of the sender ni towards re-
ceiver nj will set their activity status as HIGH to in-
dicate that they should sit idle to support high priority
transmission. They are treated as reserved nodes and
are updated in RNL. RNL of a node is transmitted peri-
odically to all other nodes so that they can update their
RNLs.
• Link-weight of each link connected to a reserved node

(nodes belong to RNL) is set to a value based on the
formula described above. Accordingly, each high pri-
ority flow will try to take a path which will maximally
zone disjoint with respect to other high priority flows.
And when a source of a low priority flow calculates its
route, our path selection algorithm will automatically
avoid the links with high values during path selection
process. So, in this way, the entire zone around the path
taken by high priority flows gets avoided.
• If a reserved node, with HIGH activity status does not

receive high priority packet for a considerable period
of time then it will set itself as unreserved so that
other communications may select paths through it, if
required.

This is a kind of adaptive zone reservation and release
process used by the high priority nodes during route selec-
tion that allows us to achieve desired throughput for the dif-
ferent priority flows. Diversity factor γ is taken as 0.5 in
our high priority case and 0.2 for low priority. Low value of
diversity factor implies that the selected route will be longer
than route selected with high value of diversity factor. That
means, low priority traffic will select a longer but diverse
route to avoid high priority zone where as high priority traf-
fic will select shorter diverse route with respect to other high
priority routes to reduce interference among multiple high
priority flows.

6. Performance Evaluation

The proposed routing protocol is implemented on QualNet
simulator using ESPAR antenna with 12 overlapping pat-
terns at 30 degree intervals [14], [15] as our directional an-
tenna pattern to prove the effectiveness of our proposal. The
simulation environment specifications and parameters used
are described in Table 3.

We have selected six random source-destination pairs
(Flow1 to Flow6). We have considered the following scenar-
ios and initially observed the throughput of Flow1 (Fig. 3)
when: (i) Only Flow 1 is present in the network and selects
a shortest path (shown in Fig. 3 as “Flow1 As Single Flow”);
(ii) Flow1 is communicating in presence of 5 other Flows
(Flow2–Flow6) in the network and no priority scheme is
used. Thus, all of them select shortest paths that may be
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Table 3 Parameters used in simulation.

Fig. 3 Behavior of a particular flow (Flow1) with different priority
assignments in a scenario of 6 communications.

interfering with each other (shown in Fig. 3 as “Flow1 With
No Priority”); Finally in (iii) A priority-based service dif-
ferentiation scheme is employed. Flow1 is assigned high
priority, thus takes the shortest path. Moreover, Flow1 re-
serves a directional zone around each node on its route so
that 5 other low priority flows will eventually select adaptive
paths avoiding the zone reserved by Flow1. The throughput
of Flow1 in this scenario is shown in Fig. 3 as “Flow1 With
High Priority.”

It is observed that, in the first case, throughput of Flow1
is maximum, which is an obvious outcome of the fact that no
other flow is causing any disturbance to it. In second case, as
all the flows are using shortest path, existence of route cou-
pling among those routes reduces the throughput of Flow1
drastically. But, in the third case, as soon as high priority
is assigned to Flow1 and routes are selected according to
our protocol, throughput of Flow1 shows a remarkable im-
provement, which is almost same as the throughput in the

Fig. 4 Behavior of 5 low priority flows with and without assigning
priority to one flow (Flow1) in a scenario of 6 communications.

first case.
We have also observed the average throughput of the

5 low priority flows (i.e., Flow2–Flow6) under the situation
described above. Figure 4 illustrates that if high priority is
assigned to flow1 then average throughput of 5 low priority
communications reduces a little bit in comparison to the cor-
responding average throughput when no priority is assigned
to Flow1. The low priority flows avoid high priority zones
and selects route away from this zone. So, low priority flows
may have to travel larger hops to reach destination, but will
experience less interference. This explains the small reduc-
tion in throughput of average low priority flow in Fig. 4.

It is expected that each flow will behave in similar fash-
ion, if no priority scheme is applied. So, average through-
put of 5 low priority flows (Flow2 to Flow6), captioned as
“5 Low Priority Flows Without Priority Scheme” in Fig. 4,
should be approximately equal to that of Flow1 when no pri-
ority has been assigned among 6 flows, captioned as “Flow1
With No Priority” in Fig. 3. But Figs. 3 and 4 are not re-
flecting this fact due to following reasons. We have inten-
tionally taken a “coupled” flow as Flow1 to show the per-
formance improvement with priority scheme. Our inten-
tion is to establish the effectiveness of the proposed prior-
ity based zone-reservation scheme by decoupling the cou-
pled flow (Flow1) and reserving a zone around the flow
(Flow1) which in turn will improve the throughput perfor-
mance of the flow (Flow1). On the other hand, all other 5
flows i.e., Flow2 to Flow6 may not be coupled with each
other since source-destination pairs are randomly chosen.
So, there are one or more flows amongst Flow2 to Flow6,
which are not facing any kind of interference. Those un-
coupled flows among Flow2 to Flow6 are producing higher
throughput than the flows coupled with each other. Such
flows are responsible for resultant higher average through-
put of low priority flows (flow2 to 6) than flow1 when no pri-
ority scheme is adopted. The main objective of this scheme
is to improve high priority throughput with minimally dis-
turbing the low priority throughput, which is depicted in
Fig. 4. Earlier without any priority scheme, flow1 was pro-
ducing approx. 10 kbps, which was approximately doubled
if priority scheme is adopted (approx. 20 kbps.). Flow1 may
not yield better throughput than the average throughput of
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Fig. 5 Comparison of average throughput of high and low priority flows
under high mobility (0–15 mps) in a scenario of 6 communications.

Fig. 6 Behavior of Flow1 with increasing number of high priority
communications in a scenario of 6 communications.

the low priority flows in some scenarios due to the reason
described above.

The priority scheme is also studied under a high mobil-
ity (0–15 meters/sec for each node) to find out whether the
performance improvement can still be guaranteed. Figure 5
shows that, in a scenario of 6 communications, if Flow1 is
assigned high priority, it performs better than the case when
no priority assignment is made to Flow1. Similarly, in case
of low priority traffic the result shows a small degradation in
average throughput of 5 low-priority flows (Flow2–Flow6)
if priority scheme is adopted.

Lastly, we have studied the capacity of the network
in terms of handling high priority traffic, i.e, how many
high priority flows may be efficiently handled by the net-
work? In order to examine that, we have progressively in-
creased the number of high priority communications from
1 to 4 in a network handling a total of 6 communications.
The throughput of a particular high priority communication
(Flow1) shows progressive reduction in improvement as we
increase number of high priority flows (Fig. 6) and if 4 high
priority communications are allowed in the network, result
shows that average throughput degrades even if priority is
assigned. This result clearly indicates that with more num-
ber of flows, unless we block the low priority flows, it will
be forced to go through high priority reserved zones and we
will loose the advantage of zone reservation.

Number of high priority communications that can be
efficiently handled by a network basically depends on the
following factors—(i) the transmission beam-width β and

Fig. 7 A snapshot showing zone-reservation by a single high priority
communication [ Reserved nodes: •].

the transmission range R of the directional beam (ref. Def-
inition 1) and (ii) the number of simultaneous high and low
priority communications in the network.

A zone reserved by a high priority flow in each hop
along its route essentially depends on the beam-width β
and the transmission range R of a directional beam. So, if
we assume that the average number of hops taken by each
high priority flow is H, then, the maximum number of non-
overlapping high priority zones that can be formed in a given
area A is equal to 2 · A/β · R2 · H.

Taking β = 60◦, R = 300 mts. (for ESPAR Antenna),
average number of hops taken by high priority flows i.e., H
= 5 and area A = 1500×1500 sq. mts., maximum number of
non-overlapping high-priority zones theoretically possible =
10 (approx.). But, due to the presence of side-lobes and ir-
regular shape of the directional beam as shown in Fig. 7,
the zone actually covered by ESPAR antenna in each hop is
much wider than the area covered by a 60◦ geometric beam.
Figure 7 shows zone reservation by a typical high priority in
a random topology of 100 nodes in 1500× 1500 sq. mt. area
using ESPAR antenna pattern. As a result, it is not possi-
ble to accommodate 10 non-overlapping high priority zones
(as obtained by the above formula) with such a wide beam
pattern. This explains why maximum 3 high priority trans-
missions can be efficiently accommodated in the network
on top of other low priority flows in Fig. 6. By reducing
the beam-width and the transmission range of the directional
beam, more number of high-priority zones can be accommo-
dated in a given area. Otherwise, with more number of high
priority communications, overlapping zones will be created
which will interfere with each other and the performance of
priority-based scheme will suffer.

Moreover, as the number of high priority flows increase
in the network, it becomes difficult for the low priority flows
to find routes avoiding high-priority zones. As a result, low
priority flows will be forced to take route through high pri-
ority zone, causing interference. This may be controlled by
temporarily blocking such low priority flows in the system,
but we have not implemented such call blocking.
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Additionally, throughput of multiple high priority flows
may suffer since they actually take maximally zone-disjoint
path with respect to each other instead of shortest path. So,
end-to-end delay for high priority flows may increase, caus-
ing degradation in high priority throughput.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have suggested a zone-reservation based
mechanism towards prioritised routing with the objective of
providing a interference-free communication to high prior-
ity traffic. However, with the current beam pattern of ES-
PAR antenna, it is not possible to accommodate multiple
number of non-overlapping high priority zones. So by con-
trolling the beam width and the transmission power of direc-
tional antenna, it is possible to increase the number of high
priority flows in the network.
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